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PRESS RELEASE
RCD Introduces Miniature 300W Heat-Sink Resistors

Conventional
250W Resistor

RCD’s New
300W Resistors

Manchester, NH, USA – RCD Components, Inc., a global leader in the manufacture of passive components,
announced today the introduction of their CM300 series of chassis mount resistors.
“Our CM300 was developed for a manufacturer of power supplies that wanted to save space, height and
weight. Our CM300 is rated up to 300 Watts and is less than 1/10 the size and weight of a conventional
RE80 250 Watt chassis mount resistor at a significant cost savings” stated Michael Arcidy, V.P. Engineering
at RCD. “It is also less than ½ the height of an SOT227 package, is quicker and easier to mount, and 30%
lighter. The product is essentially vibration-proof and is available with insulation ratings up to 5KV.
It’s clearly the answer to some of the size and weight issues faced by many design engineers.”
RCD’s CM300 series is non-inductive and features a wide range of resistance values (0.1 ohm to 1 Meg).
The CM300 model features .187” male quick-connect terminals and the CM300L features flexible insulated
leads with a range of customized terminations. Burn-in and Military-screening and numerous design
modifications are available.
Applications include automotive, medical equipment, high voltage power supplies, pulse generators, XRay equipment, RF generators, laser systems, EMI/RFI filters, snubber circuits, bypass and coupling
circuits and other high voltage or power application.
Volume production is available immediately. Contact marketing@rcdcomponents.com or
www.rcdcomponents.com for more details.

About RCD:
Acknowledged worldwide for service and engineering excellence, RCD Components Inc. is a leading global manufacturer of
Resistors, Capacitors, Coils, and Delay lines. RCD, founded in 1973, continues to be one of the fastest growing passive
component manufacturers due to its ABZED™ ABsolute ZEro Defect program, wide range of standard and customized products,
and short leadtimes resulting from its billion-piece inventory and unique SWIFT™ service for delivery of non-stock items in as little
as 3 days. RCD is a key supplier of passive components to the commercial, military, and aerospace industries and is a winner of
the BBB’s Torch Award for Marketplace Ethics in the Large Company category and also selected as New Hampshire’s Business of
the Year (Manufacturing/Technology). Additional information about RCD can be found at www.rcdcomponents.com.

